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Feedback on 9009 (part 3) JT5-007-90 

018: 071250 EDT May 90 25% 
-Contraband is a light brownish resin-like powder, packed in 
small packets inside tubes or pipes, stacked in large, plastic
covered bundle on a dock. 
-Located on a dock in a small port town surrounded by near, high 
rugged hills in the NW US. English spoken here. 

SG1A -Destination not addressed because the question was too vague. 
is not involved in drug transport with this 

~t this time. ' 
SG1AIIIIIIIIIIII is not involved with this shipment at this time. 

095: 071330 EDT MAy 90 20% 
-Contraband is in large rectangular-shaped 
box(es)/crate(s)/container(s) in a warehouse. Warehouse is a 
block construction and is one of many in a crowded area of close 
rows of warehouses within a mile of the harbor. 
-Contraband is inside colorful (bright blue, red and white) boxes 
which are within boxes, which are within boxes (i.e. several 
outer layers of boxes/packages). 
-Warehouse is in Anchorage, Alaska. The name MCKENNA is 
associated either with the warehouse or its location/address. 
-The drugs will be transported by a freighter with black hull and 
white trim to San Francisco, CA there they will be taken to 

SG1A Chinatown. Vessel will depart Alaska around 9 May 90. 
is not involved. 
been involved in the past. 

079: 071430 EDT May 90 15% 
-No response on description of contraband or its location. 
-Location: Offloading will occur at 38N 145E. 

SG1A 
-Destination: Alaska. 
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